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NEW QUESTION: 1
To support a growing application workload, you need to scale
out an existing (nondynamic) cluster. You power up the new
hardware and install WebLogic server.
Which two changes are mandatory for you to make to your domain
configuration?

A. Add the cluster to the machine.
B. Create a new deployment plan.
C. Add a server to the machine.
D. Create a new server.
E. Add a server to the cluster.
F. Create a new machine.
Answer: D,F

NEW QUESTION: 2
Your module, MyCompany_MyModule, is using the frontName
mymodule. You need to locate the class responsible for the
frontend path /mymodule/custom.
What file contains the controller class for the frontend path
/mymodule/custom?
A. Controller/Custom.php
B. Controller/MyModule/Custom/Index.php
C. Controller/Frontend/MyModule/Custom.php
D. Controller/Custom/Index.php
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
A developer wants to use an external application to manage
their stores information (such as opening hours, and so on),
and see their changes in their B2C Commerce Staging instance
aas son as they are saved.
What is the appropriate technique the developer should perform
to allow the merchant to create a new store in this scenario?
A. An UPDATE request to the Stores Data OCAPI.
Siempre que sea un objeto standard sera put en vez de post
B. A PATCH request to the Stores Data OCAPI.
C. A POST request to the Stores Data OCAPI.B. A PUT request to
the Stores Data OCAPI.
Answer: B
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